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The Unified Graphics System Programming Sanual (CGTM No. 170) for
the IBM 360/370 under SVS may also be used for the IBM 370
computer running under YM.
The V! version of the Unified
Graphics System contains all of the standard subroutines in the
SVS version and uses the same calling sequences.
Both the
FoaxaAH and PL/l (Optimizing Compilex) subroutines are available.
There are however a few differences:
1. A program aay control multiple graphic devices but only
one of these graphic devices may be a fully interactive
device.
2. UGRA':rN Has a number of restrictions.
First, a tiaed wait
~s not possible; if a positive value of TI!! is giyen, it
will act the same as a negative
value.
Second,
interrupts are not queued; this .eans that a value of
zero for T1ME is useless and the options ite. LAST is
.lgnored.
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The .~ni-disk containing the modules in the
System is .ade ava~lable by the statements:
CP LIHK TO RCB 192 AS 292 RR
ACCESS

Unified

Graphics

292 G

In these statements, the value "292" may be changed to any valid
d~sk
address that the user wants, and the value "G" is only a
suggestion. This mini-disk must be made available when you
create an executable load module and also when the load aodule is
executed.
When you create a FOBTRAN executable load module, you should make
the ~ext library UGFTNLIB available with a "GLOB1L TXTLIB"
s~atement.
When you create a PL/l executable load module, you
should
make
the
text library UGPLOLIB available with a
"GLOBAL TITLIB" statement.

When you compile a PL/l program, you .ay make the entry
declarations available by including the macro library named
OGPL1DCL in a "GLOBAL MACLIB" statement.

On the ~BM 370 computers under Vft, graphic devices are supported
at three levels instead of the two levels under SVS. These three
levels are:
1. Non-Interactive Devices: The pictures are written to a
file and the file must later be transmitted to the
graphic device.
2. Directly Writable Devices: The pictures are written
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directly to the device but the interactive routines
(UGEAXN. UGDATN, UGRATN, UGKPUT, and UGKGET)
are not
supported.
The user must program his own interactive
control. Xhis mode is not available under SiS.
3. Fully Interactive Devices: The pictures are written
di~ectly
to the device and all of the interactive
subroutines are ayailable.
Th~ following sections describe each
of the devices that are
currently supported.

The pictures are written into a sequential file. The ability to
vrite the pictures to a partitioned data set is Dot supplied {
because VM does not support PDS's in any reasonable manner.
The options items acceptable to subroutine UGOPEH and their
default values are:
SEQ~013:
Selects the TEKTRONIX 4013 in the non-interactive
mode.
OD~AHE=UGOEVICE:
Selects the output file.
PICTSQ=PICT and PICTIO=l: Used to construct the picture
Dalles.

bAUDB1TE=2400: Selects the baud rate at which the
will be assumed to be running.
FULSCR: Hakes the full screen available
for
pictures.

terminal
drawing

1 FILEDEF coamand must be issued for the output file before
prog~~. is executed.
A typical co •• and is:
FILEDEF UGDEVICE DISK name type mode
(REeF! FS LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 800
Note: The above tvo lines represent a single co •• and.

your

A prograa is available that enables a user to look at the
pictures in the sequential file.
The program is invoked by the
cOllmand:
OTEKI?~CS

The prograa allows the user to select a file and then view the
pictu~es
in the file.
When this progra. begins executing. it
lists the instructions for its use at the ter.inal.
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The pictures are wrltten directly to the TEKTRONIX
subroutines for interactive control are not available.

but

the

The options items acceptable to subroutine UGOPEN and their
default values are:
DWT401J: Selects the TEKTROJIX 4013
in
the
Directly
Writable .ode.
BAUDiAXB=2400: Selects the baud rate at which the terainal
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will be assumed to be running.
FULseB: Hakes the full screen
pictures.

available

for

The pictures are written directly to the TEKTRONIX
interactive control subroutines are available for use.

draving

and

the

The options items acceptable to subroutine UGOPEH and their
default values are:
TEK4013: Selects
the
TEKTBOHII 4013
in
the
Fully
Interactive mode.
BAUDiAT~=2400:
Selects the baud rate at which the ter.inal
vill be assumed to be running.
fULseR: Makes the full screen available
for
drawing
pictures.
The KBBD and SPTR attentions will be recognized by subroutines
UGEA7N and UGDAXN. The hardware does not allow both attentions
to be enabled at once: if you do try to enable both at once, the
effec~
is as if only SPTB vas enabled. The option BDSPTB in
subroutine UGCTBL may not be used.
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The VBiSAXEC may be used in the internal sort .ode only.
There
does not see. to be any reasonable way.to use the 8%ternal sort
mode under va.
The options items acceptable to subroutine UGOPEH and their
default va~ues are:
YEP12FF or VEP12CR: Selects the VEBSATEC printer/plotter.
DDiAftE=UGDEVICE: selects the o~tput file.
~~E!I=32:
Defines the scan line concurrency
in
the
controller.
MAINSA=4096: Defines the size of the blocks used to save
the picture internally.
GEIIL: Generate intensity levels.
FULSCB: Makes the full page available for drawing pictures.
The pictures are written to a pseudo-print file which aust be
sent ~o the Printer/Plotter at a later tiae. 1 FILEDEF co •• and
aust be issued for the output file before your program is
executed. A typical com. and is:
PILBDE' UGDEYICE DISK name type mode
(REeF! lBA LiEeL 126 BLKSIZE 1260
Hote: The above two lines represent a single co •• and.
The
c9~maDds to send the data to the Printer/Plotter are:
'CP SPOOL PiIHT TO SVS NOCONT CLASS P
~RI~I name type mode (CC

If you visA to have your output plotted on continuous roll paper,
you must also enter another com.and. If you enter the command at
tne terainal, you may type:
CP TAG DEV PBINT FOR!AT PR,DDN1!E=,POS!S=BOLL
However, if you enter the command frem an EXEC file, you must
use:
PUICHLll *<OUTCP> CP. TAG. DEY. PRINT. FOB!!T.
Pi, DDIIHE:, FOBMS= BOLL
Note: The above two lines represent a single co •• and.

